Main component of soft tissue artifact of the upper-limbs with respect to different functional, daily life and sports movements.
Soft tissue artifact (STA) is the main source of error in kinematic estimation of human movements based on skin markers. Our objective was to determine the components of marker displacements that best describe STA of the shoulder and arm (i.e. clavicle, scapula and humerus). Four participants performed arm flexion and rotation, a daily-life and a sports movement. Three pins with reflective markers were inserted into the clavicle, scapula and humerus. In addition, up to seven skin markers were stuck on each segment. STA was described with a modal approach: individual marker displacements or marker-cluster (i.e. translations, rotations, homotheties and stretches) relative to the local segment coordinate system defined by markers secured to the pins. The modes were then ranked according to the percentage of total STA energy that they explained. Both individual skin marker displacements and marker-cluster geometrical transformations were task-, location-, segment- and subject-specific. However, 85% of the total STA energy was systematically explained by the rigid transformations (i.e. translations and rotations of the marker-cluster). In conclusion, large joint dislocations and limited efficiency of least squares bone pose estimators are expected for the computation of upper limb joint kinematics from skin markers. Future developments shall consider the rigid transformations of marker-clusters in the implementation of an STA model to reduce its effects on kinematics estimation.